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Abstract
Regenerative artificial bone material and bone parts were fabricated using vacuum-sintered bodies of a “titanium medical apatite (TMA®)” that is formed by chemically connecting Ti oxide molecules to the reactive [Ca10(PO4)6] group of hydroxyapatite (HAp). Sintering at temperatures of
1273 - 1773 K caused this TMA sintered bodies to recrystallize and form a varying mix of α-TCP
(tricalcium phosphate), β-TCP and Perovskite-CaTiO3 phases. The Perovskite crystals proved to be
quite stable and hard, forming a uniform distribution of similarly sized fibers in all directions under vacuum sintering, but an irregular distribution and size when sintered in the presence of oxygen. Complete recrystallization was achieved by vacuum sintering at temperatures in excess of
1473 K. In particular, TMA vacuum-sintered bodies at 1573 K are given the maximum value; a
Vickers hardness of 400, a bending strength of 43 MPa, a compressive strength of 270 MPa and a
density of approximately 2300 kg/m3 was achieved that closely corresponds to that of compact
bone or a tooth. As these TMA bodies could also be cut into various forms, they are considered a
promising biomaterial for use as artificial bone in the regeneration of natural bone, or to provide
reinforcement of bone junctions in dental and orthopedic surgery.
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1. Introduction
Artificial joints and roots are typically made from alloys such as stainless steel, titanium or Co-Cr [1]-[4], but if
their adhesion to bone is poor then it can lead to loosening of the implant or bone breakage. If this does occur, or
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if there is an intense allergic reaction to the metal implant, then re-operation is usually required [5]. In a bid to
avoid this, metal implants have been recently developed with a surface coating of hydroxyapatite (HAp) or tricalcium phosphate (TCP), both of which are constituents of natural bone and therefore help ensure excellent
biocompatibility with human bone and teeth [6]-[8].
Granular forms, round bars, and boards of compressed HAp powders have also been developed that can be
sintered in atmosphere at 1073 - 1273 K to produce artificial bone grafts, which are then inserted in the space
between the bone and an implant [9]. The inherent porosity of these bone grafts means that they lack the
strength needed to support the weight of a human, but they do have an excellent ability to create mature myeloid
tissue. Given this, we have previously manufactured a vacuum-sintered body from a novel “titanium medical
apatite (TMA®)” for use as a bone replacement in humans. Figure 1 [10] shows examples of just some of the
biomaterial parts that can be produced from a TMA body vacuum sintered at 1573 K by simply cutting with a
3D-modeling machine or a lathe. In this way the surface roughness is kept quite smooth at Ra = 0.24 μm, while
still maintaining a density comparable to that of compact human bone and teeth (2300 kg/m3) [11].
The structure of TMA bodies vacuum sintered at 1073 K has been found to be a mix of the original starting
materials and crystalline phases such as β-TCP [Whitlockite-Ca3(PO4)2] and Perovskite-CaTiO3; however, increasing the sintering temperature to 1473 - 1773 K causes a complete recrystallization to β-TCP, α-TCP and
Perovskite [10]. The implantation of this vacuum-sintered TMA material inside the bodies of mice at Panapharm
Laboratories, Ltd. (Kumamoto, Japan), and subsequent histocompatibility tests, identified it as being non-toxic.
This was further confirmed by inserting TMA bodies sintered at 1573 K and Ti metal (99.9% pure) into the
mandibles of rabbits, with both materials being equally well tolerated by the surrounding tissue, and no evidence
found of any adverse tissue reaction. The outer surface of both materials was also found to be covered by new
bone tissue, but the Ti metal implant was also coated with a layer of Ti oxide [12] [13].
In result, an international patent (W02005-058754) [14], “Sintered body of titanium compound,” i.e., “TMA
sintered body”, has been applied for. We have also taken out patents in United States (US7803194B2), Australia
(AU2004299390B2), Japan (JP5111761), Canada (CA2549866), Korea (10-1132991) and China (CN100534897C). And, Immuno-Science Co., Ltd. (Sapporo, Japan) has acquired a registered trademark (No.4955755 in
Japan) of “TMA”.
Given the promising performance of vacuum-sintered TMA bodies with regards to their biocompatibility, this
paper investigates the effect of varying the sintering temperature on their hardness, bending strength and compressive strength so as to assess their suitability for use as artificial bone and tooth parts.

2. Experimental Method
2.1. Materials
The TMA powder used in this study was manufactured by the Taihei Chemical Industrial Co., Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), and had a mean particle diameter of 4.3 µm. This was kneaded with distilled water to form solid cylinders
(16 mm in diameter × 20 mm in length), which were then compacted by compression molding at 10 MPa in a
stainless-steel vessel. The resulting compacts were dried at 383 K for 12 hours, and then sintered under vacuum
(about 10−3 Pa) or in atmosphere using a resistance heating furnace (Suga Co., Ltd., Hakodate, Japan, AL048).
Details of the sintering conditions are provided in Table 1.

Figure 1. Biomaterial parts cut from vacuum-sintered TMA bodies using a 3D-modeling
machine or lathe.
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Table 1. Sintering conditions used.
Sintering temp.

1273 - 1773 K

Holding time

1.8 ks

Heading rate

0.4 K/s (−1073 K)
0.4 K/s (1073 - 1173 K)
0.05 K/s (1173 - 1773 K)

Cooling rate

0.05 K/s (1773 - 1273 K)
0.1 K/s (−1273 K)

Compressive stress

0 MPa

Atomsphere

Vacuum (8 mPa), Air

2.2. Vickers Hardness Tests
Vickers hardness tests were carried out using a load force F of 4.9 N and a holding time of 30 s with a HM-102
hardness testing machine (Akashi Co., Zama, Japan). For this, sintered TMA bodies were machined by a lathe to
solid cylinders of approximately 11 mm in diameter and 15 mm in length, one end of which was polished with
#1500 waterproof abrasive paper to provide a suitable surface for measurement. The Vickers hardness was determined from an average of three specimens sintered at the same temperature using the formula:

HV = 0.18191

F
a2

(1)

where a is the average value of the diagonal length of the indentation.

2.3. Bending Tests
Four-point bending tests were carried out at a load speed of 0.25 N/s in water using a laboratory-made bending
machine, in which the distance between fulcrums was L = 20 mm. Bending specimens were produced by a lathe
to dimension of 6 mm diameter × 30 mm in length ( parallel part 4 mm in diameter × 8 mm in length). The
bending stress σ b was calculated as:
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where M is the bending moment, Z the section modulus, W the load, L the distance between fulcrums, and d the
parallel partdiameter.

2.4. Compression Tests
Compression tests were carried out at a load speed of 98 N/s using a SUVT-type material testing machine
(maximum load 100 kN) manufactured by the Sansei Industrial Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). The specimens used
were solid cylinders (11 mm in diameter × 15 mm in length) produced by a lathe and polished on both ends by
#1500 waterproof abrasive paper.

2.5. SEM Study
The fracture surfaces produced by these compression tests were observed using a JSM 6500F field emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) manufactured by JEOL (Tokyo, Japan) at an electron voltage of 10 kV.

2.6. X-Ray Diffraction Study
The TMA sintered bodies were ground using an agate mortar to prepare the powders. The crystal structures of
these powders were investigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku Co., Tokyo, Japan, RINT2500VHF/PC)
with monochromatic Cu Kα radiation (50 kV, 300 mA) in a step-scan mode over the 2θ range 5˚ - 60˚ (step size
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0.02˚ and counting time 1.0 s).

3. Experimental Results
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the micro Vickers hardness and sintering temperature in sintered TMA
bodies are increase in HV with temperature above 1473 K. However, this effect is degraded by cracking and
cave-in of the impression above 1773 K in the vacuum-sintered bodies, or over 1673 K in the case of atmosphere-sintered bodies. Thus, a maximum HV = 400 was obtained with vacuum sintering at a temperature of
1573 - 1673 K, whereas atmospheric sintering at 1573 K only achieved a HV = 200. For comparison the typical
range of HV values for a human tooth are also shown, the precise value varying depending on age and sex. The
location within the tooth also creates significant variation, with the having a HV ≤ 150, while the enamel is typically between 150 and 500 [15]. Given that bone is generally considered to be softer than teeth, these results
suggest that the vacuum-sintering of TMA at 1473 - 1673 K produces sufficient hardness for use with both human teeth and bones.
The relationship between bending strength σ b and sintering temperature is shown in Figure 3, in which the

Figure 2. Relationship between micro Vickers hardness and
sintering temperature in sintered TMA bodies.

Figure 3. Relationship between bending strength and sintering temperature in sintered TMA bodies.
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error bars represent a variation between samples of that was not seen in the case of hardness. Nevertheless, it is
clear from this that the bending strength of vacuum-sintered TMA bodies is increased with a sintering temperature of 1373 K, but peaks at a value of 43 MPa around 1573 K. In contrast, the maximum bending strength
achieved with sintering under atmosphere was 39 MPa at around 1473 K. The variation between samples also
differed, with the ±1% of the vacuum-sintered samples being notably more consistent than the ±3% variation
seen with sintering in atmosphere. If we consider that the bending strength of tooth enamel is about 10 MPa [11],
then it would seem that the TMA bodies vacuum-sintered at 1573 K would as a substitute for this natural material.
As shown in Figure 4, the compressive strength of the sintered TMA bodies increased at a sintering temperature of 1273 K. In the case of vacuum-sintering, a maximum of 270 MPa was reached at 1473 - 1573 K, but with
sintering in atmosphere this value was some 20 MPa lower. Thus for any given sintering temperature, the presence of oxygen has very little effect on compressive strength. More importantly, this strength is comparable to
that of dentine and greater than that of bone [16], but does fall well short of the 400 MPa of tooth enamel [17].
The SEM images of the fracture surfaces created by compression testing reveal that sintering is incomplete at
a temperature of 1373 K (Figure 5(a)), but at 1573 K (Figure 5(b)) scaffolds of about 5 μm in length are uniformly created throughout the sintered TMA body. In addition, the fracture surface of vacuum-sintered bodies
is notably smoother than is seen in comparable bodies sintered in atmosphere.

4. Discussion
As there are as yet no standard diffraction patterns for TMA, the individual crystalline phases present in the sintered TMA bodies were determined by X-ray diffraction and are presented in Table 2 [10]. TMA is represented
by the chemical formula [Ca10(PO4)6] TiO3 × nH2O, where n is an integer from 0 to 3 [14]. The chemical formula of HAp is [Ca10(PO4)6](OH)2. TMA is formed by chemically connectinga Ti oxide molecule with the reactive [Ca10(PO4)6] group of HAp. The Ti content of TMA is approximately 4%. There are no standard diffraction
patterns obtained for TMA, so the crystalline compositions of the TMA sintered bodies were obtained using
XRD. This revealed that the TMA powder is in fact a blend of two crystalline materials: HAp [hydroxyapatite-Ca5(PO4)3(OH)] and anatase-TiO2. However, when sintered at 1073 K, β-TCP [whitlockite-Ca3(PO4)2] and
Perovskite-CaTiO3 [18] [19] phases are produced by recrystallization. At 1273 K the initial HAp phase is no
longer present, resulting in a structure of β-TCP and α-TCP [Ca3(PO4)2] with anatase-TiO2. A further increase in
temper ature to 1573 - 1773 K sees the elimination of both of the initial phases, leaving an entirely new crystalline structure of β-TCP, α-TCP, and Perovskite-CaTiO3. This latter phase is produced as a result of the Ti oxide
molecules in TMA forming chemical bonds with the reactive [Ca10(PO4)6] group of HAp, and represents a very
hard and stable material, whereas β-TCP and α-TCP are of course naturally present in bone.

Figure 4. Relationship between compressive strength and
sintering temperature in sintered TMA bodies.
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Figure 5. SEM images of the fractures produced by the compression testing of sintered TMA bodies.
Table 2. Crystal phase morphology of sintered TMA bodies.
Sintered
temp. (K)

Before sintering
Vacuum sintering

Atmospheric sintering

873
1073
1273
1373
1473
1573
1673
1773

hydroxyapatite-Ca5(PO4)3(OH)••••••(HAp)
anatase-TiO2
Whitlockite-Ca3(PO4)2••••••(β-TCP)
Ca3(PO4)2••••••(α-TCP)
Perovskite-CaTiO3

Interestingly, although the crystalline phases formed in the atmosphere-sintered bodies appeared similar to
those in the vacuum-sintered bodies, micrographs taken under polarized light revealed differences in the distribution of Perovskite crystals (shown in white in Figure 6 [10]). Specifically, these crystals are transformed under vacuum sintering into cylindrical fibers approximately 1 μm in diameter and 8 μm in length; and as these
grew uniformly in all directions, are observed as grains of various lengths on the surface. In contrast, the Perovskite crystals in the atmosphere-sintered body were condensed and heterogeneously distributed in the outer
part of the sintered body, yet there were no significant change in the central part of the sintered body. This is
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most likely the result of bonding between Ti and O2 in the outer part of the sintered body, thus making this region more difficult to cut than the center.
The maximum average value of hardness, bending strength and compressive strength in TMA sintered bodies
are shown in Table 3. In result, the maximum average value of the three factors are given in the vacuum-sintering at 1573 K. Moreover, TMA vacuum-sintered body at 1573 K by simply cutting with a 3D-modeling machine or a lathe (Figure 1). Human tooth and human bone have different parameters about hardness, bending
strength and compressive strength. However, TMA vacuum-sintered body at 1573 K is considered suitable for
use as the biomaterials.

5. Conclusions
Through this investigation into the influence of sintering temperature on the physical strength of titanium medical apatite (TMA), the following conclusions have been drawn:
1) The vacuum-sintering of TMA powder at 1573 K can achieve a Vickers hardness of 400, a bending
strength of 43 MPa and a compressive strength of 270 MPa. As these values are comparable to human teeth and
compact human bone, this material is considered suitable for use as artificial bone. However, it is important to
exclude oxygen during the sintering process, as this can reduce both the hardness and strength of the sintered
body.
2) Sintering TMA powder at 1473 - 1773 K creates new crystalline phases of β-TCP, α-TCP and Perovskite-CaTiO3. With vacuum-sintering, the Perovskite is present as a uniform distribution of evenly sized fibers in
all directions, but the presence of oxygen during sintering results in these fibers being uneven in size and concentrated near the surface of the sintered body.
3) Sintered TMA bodies can be easily machined into various forms, which combined with their aforementioned physical properties, makes them a promising biomaterial for use as an artificial bone material in the regeneration of bone parts and the fabrication of bone junction reinforcement structures for dental and orthopedic
surgery.

Figure 6. Polarized light micrographs of Perovskite crystals
in sintered TMA bodies.
Table 3. The maximum value of hardness, bending strength and compressive strength in TMA sintered bodies.
Vacuum sintering

Atmospheric sintering

Sintered
temp.
(K)

Hardness

Bending
(MPa)

Compression
(MPa)

Hardness

Bending
(MPa)

Compression
(MPa)

1473

73

35

270

41

39

210

1573

400

43

270

200

25

250

1598

31

263

1623

31

238
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